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“It’s hard to say whether it was a 
brutal time for everyone,” ponders 
Metric’s Emily Haines, “but for 

me, I just remember hearing way too much 
Craig David everywhere.”

The beanpole frontwoman is reflecting 
on her time spent living in London. In its 
original incarnation, Metric was a pair 
of Canadian exiles – singer-keyboardist 
Haines and guitarist James Shaw – living 
in New York. But in 2000, after two fairly 
miserable years loitering in the Big Apple, 
Chrysalis Records saw the commercial 
potential of the duo’s steely synth-rock and 
flew them over to the UK so as to turn them 
into huge stars. Naturally, the major label 
screwed up miserably, and Shaw and Haines 
retreated to Brooklyn to lick their wounds 
(and pen a mildly bitter song called London  
Half Life).

A full answer to the question ‘what 
happened next?’ would probably be 
extremely tedious; better Haines’ own 
pithy assessment: “We just kept doing 
what we had always been doing and more 
people started listening.”

In Canada, Metric (now a Toronto-
based quartet) are big. Really big. To get 
an idea of how huge they are, try this 
simple exercise: imagine your favourite 
Canadian band – unless you’ve been 
hiding out somewhere weird for the 
past two years, there should be several  
serious contenders. Now, check the name 
you’ve come up with isn’t ‘Nickelback’. If it 
is, Wears The Trousers recommends primal 

scream therapy and/or an exorcism. 
Otherwise, imagine that band, only twice 
as popular. Then double it. Times two. 
Well dear reader, Metric are even more 
popular than that. Er, approximately.

Quite why isn’t immediately clear. 
Certainly a big plus has been Haines’ 
involvement with the revered Broken 
Social Scene collective. Friends for over 
a decade with many of BSS’s myriad 
members (in particular Stars vocalist 
Amy Millan), she’s had ringside seats 
to the Canadian indie renaissance. “It’s 
a genuinely great time for Canadian 
music,” she enthuses. “Unlike artificially 
hyped scenes, what you’re hearing out of 
Canada now is the result of many years of 
love and work from a whole community 
of lifelong friends. It’s amazing that 
[Broken Social Scene] have all kept our 
childhood friendships alive for so long 
and that people appreciate the sound of 
all of us crawling on top of each other in 
a room. The value of those people in my 
life is immeasurable.”

Which doesn’t alter the fact that, 
listen to either of Metric’s albums, 2003’s 
Old World Underground, Where Are You 
Now?, or this year’s Live It Out (released in 
Canada last October) and it’s hard to fight 
back the urge to shrug. There’s a clutch of 
killer tunes (the former set’s Dead Disco 
and Combat Baby, the latter’s Too Little 
Too Late and Poster Of A Girl), but there’s 
something rather anaemic about both 
efforts, with their strained vocals, wishy-

washy production and keyboards set firmly 
to ‘wibble’. Certainly there’s nothing that’s 
a patch on Broken Social Scene’s Haines-
starring Anthems For A 17 Year Old Girl.

See Metric live, though, and for a 
fraction of a second the band is drowned 
out by the sound of jaws hitting the floor. 
They’re phenomenal, anchored by a super-
tight rhythm section and Shaw’s girder-
like riffs. All of which is comprehensively 
overshadowed by Haines: a lanky raygun, 
blasting the audience with feral synths and 
snarling vocals, you wonder what the hell 
she was playing at in the studio. Whirling 
like a microskirted dervish, she manages 
to simultaneously combine unquenchable 
cool with the unhinged appearance of a 
drunk at a wedding.

It’s not an unattractive look, and 
certainly her religious devotion to the 
miniskirt (combined with what a more 
downmarket publication than Wears The 
Trousers might describe as ‘nice pins’) has 
raised the band’s profile immeasurably 
in the US underground press. Chart 
Attack magazine even put an endearingly 
dishevelled Haines on its front cover under 
the heading Sexiest Canadian Musician. 
“Magazines love to manufacture meaning, 
it cracks me up. Everyone should remember 
not to take them too seriously. Guys always 
wear pants. Why wear them so religiously?” 
she ripostes, not unreasonably. 

In fact, the next time we see Emily 
Haines she may cut a very different figure. 
Perhaps encouraged by her old mucker 
Amy Millan, whose Honey From The Tombs 
album was released earlier this year, Haines 
has a solo record due out in the autumn. 
“The album is called Knives Don’t Have 
Your Back,” she says, “and it’s a collection 
of cinematic piano compositions recorded 
over the past four years. Metric will not be 
taking a hiatus. Since we were kids Amy 
and I have always been avid songwriters, 
and both our albums are long overdue.”

Having been rejected here once 
already, taken the best part of a decade 
to break Canada, and with a solo album 
to deal with, it’s hard to imagine Metric 
are going to find time to ram Live It Out 
down the UK’s collective throat. But this 
is a band on a roll, and it can only be a 
matter of time before they finally harness 
their live energy into studio potency. Fate 
willing, the name Emily Haines will be 
remembered on these shores long after 
Craig David has bo’d his last selecta. n

Metric’s Live It Out is available now on 
Drowned In Sound Recordings. Knives Don’t 
Have Your Back is released in the US on 
September 26th through Last Gang Records, 
with a UK release yet to be finalised.
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